Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) experiments and finite element (FE) calculations are performed in order to examine the one-dimensional response of water-backed and air-backed sandwich plates subject to blast loading in either deep or shallow water. The sandwich plates comprise rigid face sheets and low-density foam cores. Experiments are conducted in a transparent shock tube, allowing measurements of both structural response and cavitation processes in the fluid. Measurements are found in good agreement with predictions and allow concluding that the advantages of using the sandwich construction over the monolithic are maximised for the case of water-backed sandwich plates in deep water.
INTRODUCTION
Underwater explosions give rise to spherical shock waves, travelling in water at approximately sonic speed [1] and impinging on surrounding structures. At sufficient distance from the point of detonation, such waves can be taken as planar and their shape can be described by an exponentially decaying pressure versus time pulse, with peak pressure and decay time depending on the mass and type of explosive as well as on the distance from the detonation point [2] .
In order to design structural components against underwater blast, fluid-structure interaction (FSI) needs to be thoroughly understood. First studies on FSI date back to World War II; Taylor [3] theoretically investigated the response of a free-standing rigid plate loaded by an underwater shock wave and found that the momentum transmitted to the plate is decreased by reducing its mass, with the reductions attributed to the occurrence of cavitation at the fluid-structure interface.
Kennard [4] theoretically examined the one-dimensional phenomena consequent to shock-wave induced cavitation in elastic liquids. He found that when the pressure drops below the cavitation limit at a point in the fluid, two 'breaking fronts' emerge from this point and propagate in opposite directions, defining an expanding pool of cavitated liquid.
Subsequently such breaking fronts may arrest, invert their motion and become 'closing fronts', forcing contraction of the cavitation zone. The evolution of the cavitation process depends on the problem geometry, the structural response, the characteristics of the blast wave and on the hydrostatic pressure in the fluid prior to the blast event.
During the last decade extensive research was conducted to assess the advantage of replacing monolithic structures by sandwich panels of equivalent mass. Several numerical and theoretical studies have shown that sandwich constructions can outperform monolithic designs of equal mass for a large range of core topologies [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These studies concluded that upon loading a sandwich plate with an exponentially decaying pulse, cavitation initiates at a finite distance from the fluid-structure interface, as a consequence of the support offered by the sandwich core to the front face sheet.
Deshpande and Fleck [10] and Hutchinson and Xue [11] developed analytical models for the 1D response of sandwich plates subject to blast in shallow water and treated FSI subsequent to first cavitation by conjecturing the existence, as a consequence of FSI, of an attached layer of water to the front face sheet, increasing the momentum transmitted to the sandwich plate. Later, Liang et al. [5] and McMeeking et al. [12] provided more detailed analytical models for FSI in underwater blast loading of sandwich structures; in particular, the models of McMeeking et al. [12] assumed that the cavitated fluid, initially appearing at a finite distance from the fluid-structure interface and expanding by propagation of two breaking fronts, reaches the front face sheet of the sandwich, thus causing the interface pressure to vanish and giving rise to a reconstitution wave (closing front) which propagates away from the structure and creates a layer of attached water, hence providing additional momentum to the front face sheet. However, the latter analysis did not explicitly account for the interaction between pressure waves reflected from the advancing breaking front and the structural interface and neglected the effect of a non-vanishing initial hydrostatic fluid pressure on the structural and fluid response.
Recent theoretical work by Schiffer et al. [13] analysed such effects for the case of underwater blast loading of a rigid plate supported by a linear spring, concluding that FSI is extremely sensitive to initial pressure in the fluid. These models capture propagation of breaking fronts and closing fronts as well as their interactions with the structure in a blast event and their predictions were found to be in excellent agreement with dynamic FE calculations.
Early experimental work in underwater blast loading was carried out during Second World War and an extensive part of this research is found in [14] . Several studies focused on dynamic deformation and failure modes of real-size naval structures consequent to blast loading in explosive test facilities [15] [16] [17] . In order to minimise the time and cost required for large-scale tests, experimental methods at laboratory scale have been developed. Deshpande et al. [18] designed an experimental apparatus able to simulate 1D underwater blast loading in a water-filled steel shock tube. The apparatus was employed to measure the momentum transmitted to foam-cored sandwich plates. The momentum transmitted to the sandwich plates was found to be substantially lower than that transmitted to monolithic plates of equal mass, consistent with the findings of previous theoretical and numerical studies [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . This underwater shock simulator [18] was then employed by McShane et al. [19] who probed the blast performance of free-standing sandwich plates with metallic lattice cores via measuring transmitted momentum and permanent core compression.
Espinosa et al. [20] followed a similar approach and designed a divergent shock tube to investigate dynamic deformation of circular clamped monolithic plates subject to underwater blast loading and used scaling rules to mimic the response of naval structures of realistic dimensions. Plate deformation histories were measured by observing shadow Moiré fringes with a high-speed camera. Subsequently, other authors [21] [22] [23] employed this experimental method [20] to study damage mechanisms and failure modes exhibited by monolithic plates and sandwich panels consequent to blast loading and provided further experimental evidence for the benefits of sandwich construction in terms of blast resistance.
LeBlanc and Shukla [24] also used a water-filled conical shock tube to examine underwater blast loading of clamped composite plates but with the shock wave generated via internal detonation of an explosive charge. Wadley et al. [25] designed an underwater explosive test rig comprising a water-filled cardboard cylinder placed on a steel plate machined with a recess in which the sandwich specimen was located. Shock waves were generated in the water cylinder by detonation of an explosive sheet and the loads transmitted to the supports were deduced from load-cell measurements.
The experimental methods quoted above do not allow observation of cavitation fronts and of the effects of an initially applied static pressure in the fluid prior to blast loading.
Recently, Schiffer and Tagarielli [26] developed an experimental probe capable of reproducing blast loading in initially pressurised water, in order to mimic blast in deep water.
The apparatus consists of a shock tube made from a transparent material, which allows observing the structural response as well as cavitation processes in the fluid.
The studies above did not provide a complete understanding of the blast resistance of sandwich panels: -They only considered blast loading of sandwich structures in contact with water on one side and with air on the opposite side (air-backed), but did not examine the case of sandwich plates wetted by water on both sides (water-backed); the latter is relevant to the response of fin-like structures exposed to the threat of underwater blast, and we shall examine it in this paper.
-They did not consider the effect of an initial hydrostatic pressure in the fluid, and are therefore only relevant to blast loading of surface vessels; the apparatus developed by Schiffer and Tagarielli [26] allows subjecting the fluid to an initial pressure superimposed to the blast wave and it will be used in this study to investigate the 1D response to blast in deep and shallow water, i.e. at high and low (atmospheric) initial static pressure.
-They reported measurements of the structural response but not of the response of the fluid. Theoretical models, consequently, had to rely on simplifying assumptions on the response of the fluid; the technique we are reporting in this study, allowing visualisation of cavitation fronts, will permit us to correct some of these assumptions and to provide experimental evidence for the findings of previous theoretical studies [5, 10, 11] .
A combination of dynamic pressure measurements and analysis of high-speed photographs is employed in this study to deduce the sensitivity of the imparted impulse to all governing parameters. The outline of this paper is as follows: in Sections 2 and 3 we describe the experimental techniques, while details of the FE calculations are provided in Section 4.
Results are presented in Section 5 and discussed in Section 6.
SPECIMEN DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
Dimensional analysis dictates that the problem under investigation is governed by the following set of independent non-dimensional parameters as this was adopted in previous investigations.
Assuming that the relevant properties of the materials employed are independent of size, the problem under investigation is scale-independent. This assumption is in line with that of other authors, and justified by the fact that the relevant length-scales associated with the response of cellular solids and water are at the micron scale and below. It follows that the response to blast of large naval structures can be measured at laboratory scale by adopting a scaled-down experimental setup, with a set of non-dimensional parameters (1) identical to that of full-size structures. In the case of military vessels such as warships and submarines, highly exposed to the risk of blast loading, typical ranges of the non-dimensional parameters (1) are
In this study, the choice of specimen geometry and loading parameters will be such to thoroughly explore these ranges.
The sandwich specimens under investigation are composed of metallic face sheets and low-density foam cores (polymeric and metallic foams). In order to probe the effect of core strength on the underwater blast performance of a sandwich plate, five different types of specimens are considered, all of which with different compressive strength c s and approximately equal face sheet and total masses, so that c s can be varied without varying the remaining parameters. Details of these specimens are given in Table 1 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Laboratory setup and instrumentation
In this study, the shock tube apparatus developed by Schiffer and Tagarielli [26] was employed to perform underwater blast experiments on the sandwich specimens listed in Table 1 . The experimental apparatus, as sketched in 
Generation and propagation of blast waves in the shock tube
Upon detonation of an explosive charge in deep water at initial pressure st p , an exponentially decaying pressure wave is generated [1] . At sufficient distance from the detonation point, the pressure versus time history associated with the passage of the blast wave in the fluid can be described by 0.1MPa
where the peak over-pressure 0 p and the decay time θ depend upon the mass and type of explosive material as well as on the distance from the point of detonation [2] .
Such pressure history (eq. (3)) was generated by impacting the nylon piston placed at the front end of the shock tube with a compound projectile comprising of a low-density foam cylinder encased between two metallic skins, as sketched in Fig. 3c . The reasons for using a sandwich-like projectile are explained below.
Prior to projectile impact, the front water piston (mass 
Equation (4) Table 1 and the strain rate sensitivity of the foam was neglected, as reported by Arezoo et al. [28] .
For the case of experiments at atmospheric pressure, i.e.
0.1MPa
st p = , the loading pulses were generated in the water column by impacting the nylon piston by a simple cylindrical steel projectile, as in Deshpande et al. [18] .
The speed at which the generated pressure wave propagates in the water column depends on density, geometry and elastic stiffness of the shock tube. For the case of a rigid, waterfilled tube, waves propagate in the fluid at the speed of sound of water ( , significantly lower than sonic speed in water and in agreement with the predictions of Korteweg [29] . Moreover, the observed attenuation of the pressure pulse amplitude was approximately 5%, the initial rise time of the pressure pulse was also observed to increase by around 5% and the decay time of the exponential pulse increased by approximately 15%.
FINITE ELEMENT MODELS
Dynamic FE simulations were performed in ABAQUS/Explicit [30] to develop further understanding of the specimen and fluid response, and to compare with measurements. A schematic of the FE model is shown in Fig. 3 , for the case of a sandwich plate of core thickness c encased between two face sheets of thickness f h and in contact with water columns on both sides. The water columns were chosen sufficiently long to guarantee that the FSI phase had finished before pressure wave reflections at the free ends of the fluid columns reached the structure. Four-noded, 2D quadrilateral elements with reduced integration (type CPE4R in ABAQUS) were used to discretise the fluid columns and the structure and tie constraints were used to connect the nodes at fluid-structure interfaces. FE models for airbacked sandwich plates follow a similar scheme with the back fluid column absent. To reduce artificial energy dissipation associated to the large volumetric strains during foam compression, both the linear and quadratic bulk viscosity coefficients in ABAQUS were set to zero.
The constitutive response of water was modelled using a Mie-Gruneisen equation of state with a linear Hugoniot relation such to give a linear-elastic relationship between fluid pressure and compressive volumetric strain. Neglecting the vapour pressure of water, cavitation was modelled by introducing a cut-off at a tensile failure [30] of zero, i.e. 
For the foam materials considered herein,
Note that the strain hardening curves were specified according to the stress-strain curves obtained from the quasistatic compression tests and reported in Fig. 1 .
The strain rate dependency of the foam materials is modelled as follows. Dynamic experiments on Rohacell and Alporas foams [28, 32, 33] revealed that the dependence of the yield stress upon the strain rate can be neglected for these foams. However, when a foam material is subject to intense shock loading, the compressive dynamic response entails propagation of a plastic shock wave leading to additional energy dissipation in the core. As in e.g. Radford et al. [34] and Tagarielli et al. [35] , we introduce linear strain rate dependency in the constitutive model by employing an overstress visco-plastic model
where c s is the static compression yield stress, ˆc s is the yield stress at nonzero strain rate and η is the viscosity. Following Radford et al. [34] The transverse displacements of all nodes were constrained to zero (see Fig. 3 ) and the 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fluid response
In this section we present high-speed photographic sequences obtained from selected experiments and describe the cavitation phenomena taking place in the fluid consequent to blast loading. We employ the high-speed photographs to measure trajectories of closing fronts (CFs) and breaking fronts (BFs) and we compare these measurements with predictions obtained from detailed FE simulations.
Details of core type, specimen arrangement, characteristics of the generated pressure pulses as well as the initial static pressure used in selected experiments are listed in Table 2 . In Fig. 4a the incident shock wave, travelling from the right to the left in this figure, reaches the specimen. Subsequently, the front face sheet of the sandwich plate is set in motion and bubbles emerge in the water column at a finite distance from the fluid-structure interface, as shown in Fig. 4b , and two BFs start propagating into opposite directions with supersonic speed, rapidly opening a pool of cavitated water, as expected [4] . The BF travelling away from the specimen continues propagating and leaves the field of observation while the BF travelling towards the sandwich specimen approaches the fluid-structure interface and inverts its motion to become a CF before the interface is reached. We also note that the bubbles increase in size as time elapses owing to an increase in strain of the cavitated fluid consequent to continued displacement of the front face sheet. The CF continues propagating and leaves the field of observation, see ), reflecting in a less severe loading history in the case of sandwich structures, compared to equivalent monolithic structures. This will be examined in Section 5.5. The effect of the relatively stronger core of specimen 1 is to delay the onset of cavitation in time, to increase the distance from the fluid-structure interface at which first cavitation occurs, and to cause the breaking front to invert its direction (and turn into a CF) before the fluid-structure interface is reached.
Air-backed sandwich plates
In Fig. 7 we present high-speed photographs for experiment 3 performed on an air-backed sandwich plate with an Alporas foam core of compressive strength The ensuing cavitation process is similar to what observed for the experiment performed on a similar specimen in contact with water on both sides (see Fig. 4 ): the cavitation process initiates again at a finite distance from the front face sheet and the cavitation zone spreads by propagation of two BFs. The BF arrests before reaching the front face sheet, as shown in Fig.   7b , and becomes a CF, propagating away from the structure into the cavitated region, at relatively low speed, as seen in Figs. 7c and 7d .
In Fig. 8 we show similar information for experiment 4 ( , in line with previous theoretical studies [5, 10, 11] . This has a strong effect on structural loading as it will be discussed below (Section 5.3). Figure 9 shows that the effect of an increase the core strength for an air-backed sandwich plate is similar to what reported above for the case of water-backed sandwich plates.
Direct observation of the cavitation sequence allows concluding that the BF travelling towards the structure may not reach the fluid-structure interface before it inverts its motion into a CF. Therefore the simplifying assumption made in previous theoretical studies [5, 12] may not be accurate and more detailed theoretical models are necessary.
Face sheet motion and core compression
The high-speed photographs, such as presented in Figs. 4, 5, 7 and 8, also allow measuring time histories of core compression as well as face sheet displacements and velocities. We now proceed to present such measurements obtained from selected experiments and we compare the results with the predictions of dynamic FE simulations. , in line with both measurements and FE predictions (see Fig. 10a ).
Water-backed sandwich plates
Similar information is shown in Fig. 11 for experiment 5 performed on a similar specimen (specimen 1, see Table 1 ) with a hydrostatic pressure field of magnitude is to invert motion of both face sheets after reaching their peak displacements (see Fig. 11 b) and to decrease the plateau velocity F v (see Fig. 11 a) , as predicted by eq. (16).
Air-backed sandwich plates
In Fig. 12a , FE predictions and measurements of ( ) Fig. 12b and high-speed photographs for this experiment are illustrated in Fig.7 . Upon the impact of the shock wave on the specimen, both face sheets are set in motion, almost simultaneously, rapidly reaching their respective peak values, as seen in Fig. 12a . Subsequently, the specimen decelerates owing to air-resistance and both face sheets oscillate consequent to elastic springback of the core. The measurements of ( ) f u t and ( ) b u t included in Fig. 12b show that plastic core deformation was negligible in this experiment and the FE predictions confirm this.
Comparison of air-backed and water-backed sandwich plates
The intensity of the loads imparted to the sandwich consequent to underwater blast, as quantified by the specific impulse (per unit area) applied on the specimen front face ( )
was deduced by employing a combination of dynamic fluid pressure measurements and analysis of high-speed photographs, as described below.
First, consider the 1D problem of a submerged air-backed sandwich plate subject to loading by an arbitrary pressure history ( ) f p t on the wet face. Assume that the mass of the core is negligible in comparison to the face sheets (sandwich cores only contributed 4%-6% to the mass of the total sandwich specimens). Then conservation of linear momentum dictates
In the experiments, the time histories (17) and (18) (such frictional forces were measured to be < 15 N).
We now proceed with a quantitative comparison of both core compression , see Table 1 ) and was then repeated with specimen 4 (Rohacell foam core,
1.1MPa
c s = , see Table 1 ) in order to compare the response of a softer core. In test series 2 the same types of specimens were used and an air-backed setup was employed. In Table 1 ) due to increased core compression induced in these experiments, see Fig. 13 . While it is widely accepted that the response of a sandwich plate may outperform that of an equivalent monolithic structure, it merits comments that in the case of water-backed sandwiches the reduction in imparted impulse obtained by employing the sandwich construction over the monolithic one increases to around 30%; we infer that the advantages of the sandwich construction over the monolithic one are maximised for water-backed sandwich plates. It is also concluded from Fig. 14 that the response of water-backed sandwich plates is more sensitive to the core strength than that of air-backed sandwich structures.
Effect of hydrostatic fluid pressure
The severity of structural loading consequent to underwater blast can be quantified by the maximum non-dimensional impulse, to an air-backed face sheet alone, FF I . We recall that Schiffer et al. [13] showed that the impulse imparted to a water-backed rigid plate tends to a limit value of 0.5 when ψ → ∞ , while for air-backed rigid plates, ,max 
Effect of normalised core strength on the point of first cavitation
The high-speed photographs obtained from the six test series performed in this study (see 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study the response of air-backed and water-backed sandwich plates subject to blast loading in deep and shallow water has been investigated. Underwater blast experiments were performed on sandwich specimens comprising metallic face sheets and low-density foam cores (metallic and polymeric) by using a shock tube developed in a previous study [26] . Face sheet motion, core compression and cavitation processes subsequent to blast loading were directly observed, for the first time, using high-speed photography. The main conclusions from the study are as follows:
-The cavitation process associated to underwater blast loading of water-backed and airbacked sandwich plates initiates at a finite distance c x from the fluid-structure interface, giving rise to two breaking fronts emanating from this point and propagating in opposite directions at supersonic speed; the breaking front approaching the structure may invert its motion before reaching the fluid-structure interface; therefore the assumption that this BF is reflected at the fluid-structure interface, adopted in previous theoretical studies, can be inadequate and more detailed theoretical models are necessary. The details of water cavitation strongly influence the pressure histories on the sandwich structures and the imparted impulse is very sensitive to initial static pressure and strength of the foam core.
-Both air-backed and water-backed sandwich plates may or may not outperform rigid plates of equal mass in terms of the impulse imparted to the structure in a blast event;
where core materials with low elastic modulus and relatively high strength are employed, an elastic core response and a large spring-back are promoted: this can lead to an impulse higher than that imparted to an equivalent monolithic structure.
-In the regime where employing the sandwich construction is advantageous over the monolithic design, the permanent core compression of water-backed sandwich plates is higher than that of air-backed sandwiches and impulse reductions are more pronounced when sandwich plates are loaded in water-backed configuration. Impulse reductions of ~30% (compared to those imparted to monolithic structures) can be obtained in waterbacked configuration, while such reductions are only of ~18% in the case of air-backed structures, for identical loading and structural parameters.
-The impulse imparted to water-backed sandwich plates can be dramatically reduced by increasing the initial hydrostatic pressure in the surrounding fluid. Sandwich plates in contact with water on both sides absorb a much lower impulse in deep water than they do in shallow water (70% reduction). Consequently they can safely sustain much more intense blast loading in deep water than in shallow water. Figures Fig. 1 Measurements of the nominal compressive stress versus strain response obtained from quasistatic compression tests with (a) specimens 1 and 2 (Alporas foam) and (b) specimens 3-5 (Rohacell foam). Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of the laboratory setup used to perform underwater blast experiments on a water-backed sandwich specimen; (b) details of specimen geometry; (c) sketch of the compound striker used to generate blast wave in initially pressurised water. Fig. 3 Schematic of the FE model used to simulate the 1D response of a water-backed sandwich plate subjected to loading by a shock wave at the front face sheet with initially unpressurised fluid-columns. The FE models for air-backed sandwich plates follow a similar scheme, with the fluid column attached to the plate's back face sheet absent. 
